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0. Introduction 
This paper sets out some basic aspects of a general theory of K-frames. A K-frame 
is a lattice in which suprema of all subsets of size strictly bounded by a cardinal K 
(which we always assume regular) are defined and in which the infimum operation 
distributes over such suprema. They occupy a niche inbetween distributive lattices, 
which have only finite suprema, and frames, in which the suprema of all subsets are 
defined. The theory presented here includes and generalizes certain aspects of 
distributive lattice theory and of frame theory, but the main point of our work is 
not to present K-ary analogues of theorems in these fields. Rather, the emphasis here 
is on the functors between the categories of K-frames for different cardinals IC. The 
forgetful functors from K-frames to A-frames (~>n), their left adjoints and func- 
tors closely related to these exhibit interesting and important phenomena which 
would not be observed if one confined one’s attention to a single category. 
The immediate motivation for writing this paper was to develop enough K--frame 
theory to be able to describe its application to topological covering properties. This 
is taken up in Section 7, where most of the theory developed in the previous sections 
is put to use. Here I must thank Rick Ball, without whose interest and encourage- 
ment this project would never have been undertaken. Sections 1, 3, 4, 5 and 6 are 
largely an expansion of a set of notes on K-frames which I wrote in the summer of 
1985. In preparing these, I benefitted greatly from several discussions with Hans 
Vermeer . 
This paper has several subsidiary goals, which I would like now to describe. One 
special instance of the notion of a K-frame-that of a a-frame-has received a good 
deal of attention (see [3,6,81) and has found applications in topology and analysis 
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(see [17,19,20]). Apart from the manuscript of Banaschewski [3] (which has never 
been published), however, there has been no attempt to assemble the most impor- 
tant facts in one place or to present a unified treatment with minimal prerequisites 
of even this special case. One of my aims has been to provide a reasonably 
perspicuous guide to K--frames which will fill this gap in the literature. This becomes 
increasingly important as additional work on or directly related to K-frames is now 
appearing (see the contributions of Hager, Madden and Molitor and Neville to these 
proceedings). I clearly have not gone as far as a textbook-style presentation, but I 
have been more explicit than would be necessary if my only aim had been to report 
the new material which this paper contains. Section 1, in particular, will seem 
routine to anyone who has thought carefully about coherent frames. It is here 
because I expect it to be useful to readers encountering K-frames for the first time. 
The second thing that I hope to accomplish in this paper is to draw more attention 
to certain structural features of frame theory which do not seem to be as widely ap- 
preciated as they should be. One of these is the place occupied by the 
‘Johnstone-Joyal Lemma’ (see Section 2) in the theory, and, in particular, the 
functions which it can perform (e.g., the creation of coreflections of regular frames 
(and K-frames), see Section 4, Proposition 4.4). Johnstone’s discussions of it (see 
[12] and also [13, p. 90 and p. 3131 do not mention explicitly what I view as the most 
striking interpretation of its meaning: a characterization of the frames projective 
with respect to the forgetful functor to distributive lattices. (I am sure Johnstone 
himself has long been aware of this interpretation of his result, but it seems to have 
escaped many others.) The present paper generalizes the lemma to the forgetful 
functor from K-frames to A-frames (K > A). In this way, the great scope of the lemma 
and its connection with some classical work in distributive lattice theory 
(characterization of projective distributive lattices by Balbes and Horn [ 11) becomes 
apparent. 
Another feature of frame theory which tends to get less attention than I think it 
deserves is the interpretation of the frame of congruences of a frame (i.e., the frame 
of sublocales of the locale associated with a frame) as the result of freely com- 
plementing the elements of the frame. This observation appears in the monograph 
of Joyal and Tierny [1.5]. Actually, a similar approach to the congruence lattice of 
a distributive lattice was pioneered by Hashimoto in his classical 1952 paper [lo]. 
In Section 5, I give a proposition on congruences of K-frames which includes and 
generalizes the propositions of Joyal and Tierny and of Hashimoto. This is another 
instance in which a neglected connection between recent work on frames and older 
work on distributive lattices is brought to light. 
While on the topic of the relative significance of different aspects of frame theory, 
it seems worth mentioning that the present paper provides some evidence that cer- 
tain features to which a lot of attention has been paid in the past may not be as im- 
portant as they have seemed. Because K-frames are not complete, they are not 
generally Heyting algebras. Also, quotients of K-frames cannot generally be 
described by means of nuclei. This paper shows that nonetheless a sizeable chunk 
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of frame theory goes through for K-frames with no hitches. I think that this is a bit 
of a surprise, given the amount of fanfare which has frequently accompanied discus- 
sions of the Heyting algebra structure and the nucleus construction. The reader 
should note that this entire paper treats frames simultaneously with K-frames (see 
the remarks following Definition 1. l), and accordingly, many frame results are ob- 
tained without the slightest use of these devices. 
The language of this paper is almost entirely algebraic. Except in the last section, 
I have not used the geometric phrasing made possible by the language of locales. 
There are differing opinions about this, and I appreciate that there are some very 
good reasons for wanting to keep the geometry in view. On the other hand, the 
algebraic language seems to me, after much experimentation, to afford the simplest 
and most streamlined presentation of results. Also, I think readers will not have 
much difficulty finding the geometric interpretations themselves, if they want them. 
After all, this ultimately comes down to just ‘reversing all the arrows’. I have the 
model of commutative algebra in mind. Even though this has been developed in 
large measure to support algebraic geometry, most expositions make scant reference 
to the geometric picture. This is a simple matter of efficiency. 
Here is a quick preview of the contents of this paper. Section 1 describes some 
special features of the adjunction between K-frames and A-frames. The idea of a K- 
frame which is free over a A-frame (K > A) is defined in terms of a universal mapping 
property, but the main proposition (Proposition 1.4) shows that such K-frames can 
be recognized by internal order-theoretic properties. Moreover, the A-frame of 
generators of a A-free K-frame is uniquely determined by the K-frame itself with no 
additional information. This fact, which is rather remarkable compared with more 
familiar algebraic systems (for instance, any free group has many distinct sets of free 
generators), has useful reverberations throughout the theory (see especially Sec- 
tion 4). 
Section 2 discusses the natural notion of an object which is projective relative to 
the adjunction between K-frames and A-frames. I have chosen to define the concept 
by means of the expected universal mapping property (Definition 2.1), but this is 
trivially equivalent to being a retract of a A-free K-frame (Proposition 2.2). The 
main point of Section 2 is the generalized Johnstone-Joyal Lemma (Theorem 2.4), 
which gives a characterization of A-projectivity by means of an internal order- 
theoretic property. (J.L. Walters, in her 1989 MSc. thesis under C.R.A. Gilmour 
at the University of Cape Town, suggested the term ‘A-stably continuous’ for this 
property. 1 regard this as a strong competitor for the term ‘a-suitable’ which I have 
used in this paper, and would not mind seeing Walters’ term become standard, 
though my term at least has brevity in its favor.) 
Section 3 defines regularity and complete regularity for K-frames, points out that 
these properties are coreflective and proves a useful technical lemma. 
Section 4 contains the central results of the first part of the paper. Determining 
when projectives are free is an honorable occupation among algebraists; they will 
note with interest that complete regularity is a sufficient condition for the 
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equivalence of the relative versions of these properties for K-frames (see Proposition 
4.1). (I would like to know if there are natural properties weaker than complete 
regularity which are sufficient to guarantee that a A-projective K-frame (A > or) is 
l-free.) Another item in this section is related to [19], where it was shown that the 
categories of regular Lindelof frames and of regular a-frames are equivalent. This 
important fact (which is the key to the results of [20]) does not generalize to K- 
frames because it depends on the complete regularity of regular Lindelof frames. 
The only way around seems to be simply to take complete regularity as an 
hypothesis, as I have done in Proposition 4.3. Note that Proposition 4.3 is crucial 
to the results on covering properties in Section 7. The final result in Section 4 
(Proposition 4.4) concerns coreflections of regular K-frames. The generalized 
Johnstone-Joyal Lemma makes the proof very short. Note that this proposition (in- 
terpreted geometrically) includes the Stone-tech compactification of locales. 
Section 5 begins with the result on the congruence lattice of a K-frame which has 
been described above, then turns to the boolean reflection of K-frames. As is well 
known, the category of frames itself does not have a boolean reflection, so the 
existence of boolean reflections for K-frames, though easy to establish from general 
principles of universal algebra, is potentially quite useful. Indeed, Molitor and I 
(these proceedings) have used this to answer some questions of Banaschewski on 
epimorphisms of frames. 
Section 6 concerns (i) the analogue for K-frames of (the frame-theoretic notion 
which, in geometric language, is called) the ‘smallest dense sublocale’ and (ii) some 
technical results on essential morphisms. Both topics are needed in the last section 
of the paper. 
Finally, Section 7 works out the central theorems on quasi-F, covers using the 
theory developed in the first six sections. With the results on A-frames in place, there 
is only one point at which any real work is required. This is Lemma 7.2, which gives 
a frame-theoretic characterization of the quasi-F, property. 
I mentioned above that Banaschewski has a 1980 manuscript on o-frames. I did 
not obtain a copy until Spring 1986, after the preliminary notes on which the present 
paper is based had been written. Actually, any overlaps between our papers are con- 
fined to Sections 1 and 3 and the last third of Section 4, and I have attempted to 
indicate clearly in the text where they occur. I recommend Banaschewski’s notes. 
Those who get a chance to see them will find, I think, a very different perspective 
from that offered here. 
To finish this introduction, I want to say something about where things go from 
here. It will be possible, I believe, to formulate a useful notion of a ‘partial frame’. 
This would be a meet-semilattice in which certain distinguished subsets would all 
have suprema and in which meets would distribute over joins of such subsets. If the 
correct definitions for categories of partial frames could be found, then much of 
this paper could be generalized to them. Why would this be a useful thing to do? 
My hope is that a theory of partial frames could provide substantial insight into 
large classes of epireflective properties and covering properties in locale theory and 
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topology, in the same way that K-frames give information about the K-Lindelof pro- 
perties and about quasi-F;, covers. I have gotten as far as being able to treat 
paracompactness and some related properties from this point of view, and I have 
some generalizations of part of the Johnstone-Joyal Lemma. There are still many 
obstacles, however, which presently stand in the way of the theory I hope someday 
to see. 
I would like to thank the referee for several useful suggestions. I have incor- 
porated as many of them as practical. One thing that I found I could not easily 
change was the notational convention which leads me to refer to distributive lattices 
as ‘u-frames’, to finite sets as ‘a-sets’, and to o-frames and countable sets as 
ml-frames and o,-sets respectively. I, like the referee, find this irksome but at pre- 
sent can do no better than count on the reader’s patience. 
1. A-free K-frames 
Let K be a regular cardinal. By a ‘K-set’, we mean a set of cardinality strictly less 
than K. 
Definition 1.1. A K-frame is a partially ordered set in which every finite subset has 
an infimum and every K-subset has a supremum and which satisfies the infinite 
distributive law a A// B = V {a A b ) b E B} for every K-subset B. A morphism of K- 
frames (a K-morphism) is a map which preserves all finite infima and all K-suprema. 
The category of K-frames is denoted gK. 
In order to be able to treat meet semilattices and frames simultaneously with K- 
lattices, we will allow K to stand for 0 or 03, as well as for a regular cardinal. C@‘, 
denotes the category of frames and s&, the category of meet semilattices. Note that 
@‘w is the category of distributive lattices and GZJ~, is the category of a-frames, see 
[19]. We require the empty subset of a K-frame A to have an infimum (the top 
element 1 of A) and, when K>O, we require the empty subset to have a supremum 
(the bottom element 0). We require K-morphisms to preserve top and, when K > 0, 
bottom. A meet semilattice need not have a bottom element, and 0-morphisms need 
not preserve bottom even when present. 
For K < co, gJK is presented by a set of equations and therefore enjoys the well- 
known properties of varietal categories, see [21]. In particular, the free K-frame on 
any set exists. Although C@a is not presented by a set but a proper class of 
equations, the free frame on any set also exists, as observed by Benabou, see [13]. 
The free K-frame on X will be denoted F,(X). F,(X) can be realized concretely as 
the collection of finite subsets of Xequipped with the ordering which is the opposite 
of the inclusion ordering, i.e. ar\b = a U b for a, b c X. The empty set is the top of 
Fe(X) and the map x+ {x} is the inclusion of the generators. For K>O, F,(X) may 
be realized concretely as the collection of downward closures of K-subsets of 
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F,(X). This is actually a special case of a more general construction, which we now 
present. 
Suppose A is a regular cardinal and J.IK. There is an obvious forgetful functor 
.!Jf from gD, to 9~. The properties of G$& mentioned in the previous paragraph 
imply that U,K has a left adjoint, which will be called F:. For A-frame L, F;(L) is 
the free K-frame on L. A K-frame of the form F:(L) will be called A-free. We shall 
give a concrete description of F:(L) as certain subsets of L. 
A A-ideal I of a A-frame L is a subset which is downward closed and which con- 
tains V B for each A-subset B c I. In particular, if A > 0 then a A-ideal is not empty 
because it must contain the bottom element. However, the empty set is a O-ideal. 
If Yc L is any subset, then {XE L 1 xs V B for some A-subset B c Y} is a A-ideal 
and is called the h-ideal generated by Y. If X, generates the I-ideal I,, i = 1,2, then 
{x,Ax,~x,~X,,~~~X~)generatesZ,~Z,.Forify~Z,r)1~,theny~~B~for~-sets 
B,cX,, and by the distributive law ~I(VB,)A(VB,)=V {b,/\b,( b1~Bl,b2~BZ}. 
The A-ideal generated by a single element x is denoted 1 (x) = {y ( y lx}. 
Proposition 1.2. Let A< K and let L be a A-frame. Let E be the set of all the A-ideals 
of L which are generated by K-sets. Order E by inclusion. Then E is a K-frame and 
1 : L + E is universal from G8A to ~27~. 
Proof. Checking that E is a K-frame and 1 is a A-morphism is routine. If f: L + E’ 
is a h-morphism and E’ is a K-frame, define f: E+ E’ by f(V { l(X) 1 XEX)) = 
VCf(x)IxEX)forK-setsXcL.IfV{l(x)IxEX}=V(l(y)IyEY},eachyEY 
is less than the supremum of a A-subset of X and vice-versa, so f is well defined. 
Clearly fo 1 = f and f preserves K-suprema. The fact that f preserves finite infima 
follows from the description of generators for the intersection of two A-ideals in the 
paragraph preceeding the proposition. 0 
Observe that F,” preserves injections and surjections. Also, Ff 0 Fi=Fi when 
A<K<,U. 
The first remarkable fact about K-frames which makes the theory interesting is 
that we can recognize the A-free K-frames and in fact can even recover the A-frame 
L from F,(L). 
Definition 1.3. Let A be a K-frame. An element aEA is called a A-element if for 
all K-sets XC A such that a I V X there is a A-subset X’ c X such that a 5 V X’ . The 
set of A-elements of A is denoted E;(A). A is called h-coherent if (i) every aeA is 
the supremum of a K-set of A-elements and (ii) the infimum of a finite set of A- 
elements is a A-element. In particular, the top of a A-coherent K-frame is a A- 
element. 
It is clear that the supremum of a k-set of A-elements is a A-element. Thus, if A 
is A-coherent, ET(A) is a A-frame. 
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Proposition 1.4. A K-frame is A-free if and only if it is A-coherent. More precisely, 
we have: (a) for any A-frame L, FL(L) is A-coherent and E,K(Fi(L)) = { 1 (x) 1 XE L) 
and (b) for any l-coherent u-frame A, the inclusion Et(A) c A lifts to an isomor- 
phism F:(Ef(A))=A. 
Proof. For (a), all l-elements of F,(L) are in 1 (L) = { 1 (x) 1 XE L} because every 
element of F:(L) is a K-supremum of elements of 1 (L) and 1 (L) is closed under A- 
suprema. Now let XISL and suppose l(x)5 V B, for some K-set Bc F:(L). We 
may find a K-set YC L such that (i) V { 1 (y) 1 YE Y} = V B and (ii) for each YE Y 
there is 6~ B with l(y)lb. Thus, x is in the A-ideal generated by Y, so there is a 
A-subset of B whose supremum dominates x. For part (b), note that the lift takes 
a K-generated A-ideal of E:(A) to the supremum of any generating set. Since every 
a E A is a ic-supremum of A-elements, the lift is clearly surjective. Note that the A- 
elements below a fixed aEA form a A-ideal of E;(A) which is generated by any K- 
subset which has a as its supremum. This shows that the lift is injective. 0 
The functor F,” is discussed at length in [13] under the name ‘Idl’. This reference 
also contains historical notes. The functor F,” appears in [3,8,19,20] and 
elsewhere. The functor F$ is discussed in [3]. 
We may add the following observation to the proposition. Let 0 </I <K <,u and 
let A be a K-frame. Then A is A-free if and only if F,K(A) is J.-free. 
For later purposes, we now introduce the somewhat contrived category $8: of /I- 
free K-frames. It comprises exactly those K--morphisms between A-free K-frames 
which preserve A-elements, and thus is not a full subcategory of giK. It is obvious 
that Fi and ET induce an equivalence between ga,” and gA. 
2. d-projective K-frames 
Let I <K. A A-section for a K-morphism q : A --i C is a A-morphism s : C + A such 
that q os=idc. Note that the forgetful functor U,K is being used without mention. 
We will suppress the symbol r/t when convenient and not likely to cause misunder- 
standing. In particular, for a K-frame A, we will often write F:(A) in place of 
F,(U,K(A)). A K-morphism with a A-section is necessarily surjective and the A- 
section is necessarily injective. An important example of a K-morphism with a A- 
section is the surjection F:(A) + A induced by the identity map on the K-frame A. 
The A-section is the map 1. This particular k--morphism has the added feature of 
being dense (see Section 6), but in general having a l-section does not imply density. 
Definition 2.1. A K-frame P is called A-projective if it satisfies the following: if 
q : A + C is any rc-morphism which has a A-section and if f: P+ C is any K- 
morphism then there is a K-morphism (not necessarily unique) g : P+ A such that 
qog=f. 
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Proposition 2.2. A K-frame P is A-projective if and only if it is a retract of a A-free 
K-frame. 
Proof. Let q : F,(P) + P be the K-morphism induced by idP. If P is A-projective, 
then since q has a A-section there is a K-morphism g : P+ F;(P) such that 
id, = q 0 g. The other implication is also proved in the expected way. 0 
By appropriately modifying arguments of Johnstone on frames, [12, pp. 235-2381, 
it is possible to produce a characterization of the A-projective K-frames similar to 
the characterization of the A-free K-frames in Section 1. The following owes a great 
deal to the treatment of the special case A = CL), K = cm which appears in Johnstone’s 
paper, and we wish to acknowledge our debt clearly. While the details of 
Johnstone’s arguments have required modification and while Johnstone considered 
only dense frame morphisms with o-sections, the main outline and essential ideas 
of the remainder of this section are his. 
Definition 2.3. Let A be a K-frame, and let a, b E A. Then a is said to be l-inside 
b (written ~4~. b) if for all K-sets XC A with b< V X there is a A-subset X’C X 
such that as V X’. A is said to be A-suitable if (i) every a E A is the supremum of 
a K-set of elements A-inside a and (ii) the top of A is a A-element and 
a, eL 6, and a2eL b2 implies CI]A~~<~ b,/\b,. 
(We point out that o-suitable frames have appeared previously in the literature 
under the name ‘stably continuous’ frames or ‘stably locally compact’ locales, see 
e.g., [13, p. 3131.) 
Theorem 2.4. A K-frame is A-suitable if and only if it is A-projective. 
Proof. Suppose P is A-suitable, f: P+ C is a K-morphism and q : A + C is a K- 
morphism with A-section s. Let beP and suppose X and Y are K-subsets of 
(pEPIp<Ab} with VX=V Y=b. We show that VA{sof(x)IxEX}= 
VA isof I YE 0. G’ rven XGX, there is a A-subset Y’c Y such that xc V Y’. Since 
sof preserves A-suprema, sof(x)<V {sof(y) / YE Y’}. Hence V {sof(x) 1~~x1 I 
V{Sof(Y)Iy~Yl and by symmetry the two suprema are equal. We define 
g : P-+ A by setting g(b) = V {s 0 f(x) 1 XEX}, where X is any K-subset of 
{p E P 1 p$, 6) such that V X= 6. We verify that g is a K-morphism. First, g(0,) = 
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0, and g(l,)= 1, because OpeA 0, and lp-+ lp. Let bj E P, i= 1,2 and pick K-subsets 
X;~{p~Plp&,bi} with VX;=bi. Then g(&)Ag(&)=V {sof(x) 1 x~Xl1~ 
V {sof(y) 1 YEXZ} = V {.sof(xAy) 1 xEX,,yeX,} =g(b,Ab,), where the last 
equality follows from the meet-stability of the I-inside relation in P. Finally, sup- 
pose X is a K-subset of P. For each x E X, pick a K-subset TX c {p E P 1 pbA x} such 
that V T,=x. Let T= u {c 1 XEX}. Then 
=xyx(v @of(f) 11~ T,))= v id-4 1 XeW. 
On the other hand, suppose P is A-projective. Then P is a retract of a I-free K- 
frame. By Proposition 1.4, a I-free K-frame is A-suitable. We shall show that a 
retract of any A-suitable K-frame is A-suitable. To this end, suppose f: A + B and 
g : B + A are K-morphisms with fo g = ids, and suppose A is A-suitable. Claim: if 
Q<<~ g(b), then f(a)eL b. For if V Srb for some K-set SC B, there is a A-sub- 
set S’cS such that V{g(s)lsES’}?a. Hence Vs’=V{fog(s)I.sES’}= 
f(V {g(s) I s E S’>> zf@>, P roving the claim. Now for each by B, g(b) = V C for 
some K-Subset Cc (a EA ) aQA g(b)}. For each c E C, f(c)bi b, and b =fo g(b) = 
V{f(c)I=C), h s owing that B satisfies (i) in the definition of I-suitable. Since 
1, +1 1, =g(le), 1, =f(l,)+ ls showing that 1, is a A-element. Finally, suppose 
ai &A bj in B (i = 1,2), and write b; = V (f( c ) ) CEC;}, where C,G (aEA ) aeAg(bj)}. 
Then bl A b2 = V {f(cr) r\f(c,) / C; E Ci}. Also, for each cl E Cr and ~2 E C,, ~1 A 
c2 dh g(b,) Ag(&) = g(b, A b2) because A is A-suitable, so f(cl) Af(c2) $, 6, A b2. 
Now, there are A-subsets D,G Ci such that ais V (f(c;) ) C;EDi}. Therefore, 
arAQ~V(f(cr)Af(%) IciEDi}elbtAbz, where the A-inside relation may be 
asserted because a A-supremum of elements h-inside some element is itself A-inside 
that element. q 
Remark. The referee points out that Theorem 2.4 seems to contain a new 
characterization of stably continuous frames and, together with Proposition 2.2, 
yields the more familiar result: stably continuous = retract of a coherent frame [13, 
p. 3131. 
3. Regular and completely regular K-frames 
Let x any y be elements of a lattice. Recall that x is said to be we/l inside y (written 
x7y) if there is z such that zAx=O and zvy= 1. Also, x is said to be completely 
inside y (written xa ay) if there is a family {z, 1 q E [0, l] n Q$3 such that z0 = x, 
z, = y and p < q implies z,7 zg. Recall further that u 5x7 yl u implies u 7 o, that 
x7y7z implies XZZ, that x,7y,, i=l,2, implies xlAx27ylAy2, that lattice 
morphisms preserve the well inside relation and that the analogues of all these facts 
for the completely inside relation are also true. 
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Definition 3.1. Let K>O and let A be a K-frame. An element a EA is called regular 
(respectively, completely regular) if there is a K-set X of elements well inside (com- 
pletely inside) a such that V X= a. The K-frame A is said to be regular (completely 
regular) if every element of A is regular (completely regular). The full subcategory 
of C& whose objects are regular (completely regular) is denoted SYK (&). 
Examples. A regular o-frame (i.e., a distributive lattice) is boolean. The collection 
of cozero sets of a topological space is a completely regular al-frame. The 
topology of a regular (Tychonoff) space is a regular (completely regular) frame. 
Banaschewski and Mulvey have shown that every frame has a largest regular 
(completely regular) subframe, see [5]. Exactly the same argument shows that every 
K-frame has a largest regular (completely regular) sub-K-frame. This will be denoted 
R(A) (T(A)) for a K-frame A. Observe that both R and Tare functors (because the 
well inside and completely inside relations are preserved by K-morphisms), and in 
fact are coreflections. 
The following is a generalization of a result which appears in [19]. 
Lemma 3.2. Let L be a l-frame, 0 <A < K. Then L is regular (completely regular) 
if and only if F,(L) is regular (completely regular). 
Proof. The inclusion 1: L + F,(L) preserves the well inside relation. If L is 
regular, so is FL(L) because every element is the supremum of a K-set of A-elements 
(i.e., elements of 1 (L)) each of which is the supremum of a A-set of elements well 
inside it. If F:(L) is regular, each element 1 (x) E 1 (L) is the supremum of a K-set 
B of elements well inside it. The elements in B may be taken in l(L). As L(x) is a 
A-element, B has a l-subset covering 1 (x). The assertion regarding complete 
regularity is proved the same way. q 
4. d-LindelSf K-frames 
A K-frame is called A-LindelGf if its top element is a J-element. Thus, a-Lindeliif 
means compact (any K-set with supremum 1 has a finite subset with supremum 1) 
and a,-Lindel6f means LindelGf in the usual sense-existence of countable sub- 
covers. For any K-frame, we have the following implications (K > A > 0): 
l-free * k-projective + A-LindelGf. 
In the presence of regularity, we can reverse the second implication, for in a I- 
Lindeldf frame a7 b implies aQA b (as seen in the proof of Lemma 4.2 below). 
Under a stronger separation axiom, the first arrow also becomes an equivalence, as 
seen below in Proposition 4.1. An element X of a K-frame A (K >A) is called a 
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cozero element if there is some K-frame map f from the K-frame of open subsets 
of R (= the real numbers) to A with X=f(R \ {0}), cf. [19]. 
Proposition 4.1. Let in < 2 < K. In a Completely regular I-Lindeliif K-frame, the ,I- 
elements are precisely the suprema of I-sets of cozero elements. Hence, a completely 
regular A-Lindekf K-frame is l-free. 
Proof. A cozero element can be expressed as a countable supremum of elements 
well inside-hence A-inside-itself, and hence is a A-element. For the second asser- 
tion, use the fact that every element of a completely regular K-frame is a supremum 
of cozero elements. This is the K-frame version of [13, Proposition IV.1.41, the 
proof of which must be modified (for K< 03) by redefining d4 as the countable 
supremum of elements witnessing c,7 c4, (q<q’). 0 
The restriction in the proposition w<A is clearly necessary because a compact 
regular (hence completely regular) frame is a-free only if totally disconnected. In- 
terestingly, any regular Lindelof frame is normal, hence completely regular, see [19] 
and [4]. We know no examples of regular A-Lindelof K-frames (A > cc)] ) which are 
not A-free, but we believe that they exist. 
There is another aspect of the interaction of regularity properties and properties 
related to A-freeness which is more categorical in nature. In addition to the category 
gA, consider first the category CZJ~ whose objects are the A-free K-frames and whose 
morphisms are those K-morphisms which preserve A-elements. Note that 68: is not 
full in ~8~. However, F,” and E; of Section 1 are functors between $%A and &’ and 
provide an equivalence of categories. Now consider the full subcategory EEL c gA of 
regular A-frames and the category 2: of A-free regular K-frames and A-element 
preserving K-morphisms. By Lemma 3.2, .%?j is the image of aA under Fi. 
Somewhat surprising is the following lemma, which shows that %:--in contrast to 
57: -is full in G&. 
Lemma 4.2. Let 0 < 3, <K and let f: A + B be a K-morphism. If A is regular and B 
is /2-Lindeliif, then f preserves l-elements. 
Proof. Suppose aeA is a I-element. There is a A-set X of elements well inside a 
such that VX=a. For each x6X, fix X’EA such that avx’=l, and x/\x’=O,. 
Suppose f(a)< V S for some K-set S c B. Since f(x')v V S= l,, there is, for each 
XEX, a A-subset S,C S such that f(x')v V S, = Is. Moreover V &rf(x) since 
f(x)=f(x)/\(f(x')~Vs,)=f(x/\x')~(f(x)/\Vs,)=f(x)nVs,. Therefore f(a)= 
~{~(~)~~Ex}I~{~S,~XEX}=~~{S,~XEX}, so f(a) is below the 
supremum of a I-subset of S. 0 
As Lemma 4.2 also applies to completely regular K-frames, we have the following, 
which is one of the most important results of this paper: 
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Proposition 4.3. (a) For O<,I < K, Fi and Ef induce an equivalence between the 
full subcategories 3,” c $ZK of regular A-free K-frames and BA c gD, of regular 1- 
frames. 
(b) For ccr<d < K, Fi and ET induce an equivalence between the full sub- 
categories & of completely regular I-Lindelof K-frames and gA of completely 
regular A-frames. 0 
Examples. The instance of part (a) with A = CIJ and K = 00 is the frame-theoretic part 
of Stone duality (see [14]). The instance when A =a1 and K = co is related to the 
characterization of realcompact locales due to G. Reynolds and is examined in [19]. 
The case A = co, is rather special because for w,-frames (a-frames) regularity 
implies complete regularity, as mentioned above. 
We now turn to a different aspect of A-Lindelof K-frames. The approach which 
Banaschewski and Mulvey used to study the Stone-Tech compactification [5] 
generalizes to show that regular (completely regular) A-Lindelof K-frames are 
coreflective in K-frames. The case of the following with 2 = CL) and K = 03 is in 151. 
The case with A = o and K = co, is in [3] and [4], and the case with A = cc), and K = CO 
is in [19,20]. Recall the regular and completely regular coreflections R and T from 
Section 3. 
Proposition 4.4. (a) The functor R o F,” 0 U,K is a coreflection from K-frames to 
regular ,I-Lindelof K-frames. 
(b) The functor To F,” 0 U,K is a coreflection from K-frames to completely regular 
,I-Lindelof K-frames. 
Proof. Let f : L, -+ A be a K-frame morphism with L regular and a-Lindelof. Since 
L is A-projective, f factors through the map Fi 0 CT;(A) ---*A and the image of L 
under the initial factor is contained in R(Fi 0 U:(A)). Since F,” 0 (IT(A) +A is 
dense (see Section 6) the factorization is unique. Part (b) is proved the same 
way. 0 
5. Congruences on K-frames and boolean K-frames 
A congruence on a K-frame A is an equivalence relation 19 c A x A which is also 
a sub-K-frame of A x A. These play a role in K-frame theory analogous to that 
played by normal subgroups in group theory: The set of equivalence classes of a 
congruence is a K-frame under the operations d A 6 = a A b and V {X / x E X> = V X, 
the map a--f a is a K-morphism; every K-morphism induces a congruence (called the 
kernel) on its domain and factors through the map a + a determined by the kernel. 
We say that til 5 e2 if 8, c e2 as subsets of A x A. The congruences on A form a 
complete lattice because the intersection of any family of congruences is a con- 
gruence. 
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The smallest congruence on A containing (a, 6) is denoted e(a, b) and is called the 
principal congruence generated by (a, 6). Every congruence is a supremum of prin- 
cipal congruences. Since e(a, b) = e(a/\ b, a~ b), there is no loss in restricting atten- 
tion to principal congruences generated by pairs (a, b) with al b. A theorem on 
distributive lattices due to Gr&zer and Schmidt says that if a< b then (x, y) E e(a, 6) 
if and only if xr\a=y/\a and xvb=yvb. The proof on p. 74 of [9] is valid for 
x-frames. We abbreviate e(a, 1) = o(a) and e(0, 6) = c(b). By the above, if a% b, then 
e(a, 6) = o(a) A c(b). The following are clear: 
(i) o(a) v c(a) = 1 and o(a) A c(a) = 0, 
(ii) c(0) = 0, c(l)= 1, c(a/\b)=c(a)Ac(b) and for any K-set XCA, 
c(V X) = v {c(x) I XEW. 
Joyal and Tierney [15, IV.51 have shown that if A is a frame then the lattice of 
frame congruences on A is isomorphic to the frame freely generated by the symbols 
o(a) and c(a) (aEA) subject to the relations (i) and (ii) above. In other words, the 
lattice of congruences of a frame A is obtained by enlarging A in the freest possible 
way to a frame in which each element of A receives a complement (by (i), o(a) is 
the complement of c(a)). Yet another way of putting this is that the lattice of con- 
gruences of a frame A is the universal solution, in the category of frames, to the 
problem of adding a complement to each element of A. Already in 1952, Hashimoto 
[IO, $81 had shown that the lattice of congruences of a distributive lattice D is 
isomorphic to the frame of ideals of the boolean algebra obtained from D by freely 
adding a complement for each element of D. (His terminology was different, of 
course, and his result was actually more general in that he did not assume his lattices 
bounded.) We shall use an argument similar to that of Joyal and Tierney to prove 
the following generalization of these results: 
Proposition 5.1. Let A be a K-frame, K > 0. Let A -+ A’ be the result (in cB,) of 
freely adding a complement for each element of A. Then A -+ A’ is an injection, and 
there is an order-preserving bijection between the lattice of congruences on A and 
the frame of K-ideals of A’. 
Proof. Since each element of A becomes complemented in A -t F:(A) -+ (F:(A))’ 
and since the second factor is injective (by [1.5]), the universal map A +A’ must 
certainly be injective. We shall regard A as a subset of A’. For any congruence 8 
on A, let 8’ be the congruence on A’ generated by 0. The natural map A/B -+ A’/B’ 
must be injective, since it solves the universal mapping problem of complementing 
the elements of A/B. Accordingly, we have (A x A) n 19’ = 0. For a E A, let Lf denote 
the complement of a in A’. Note that every element of A’ is a K-supremum of the 
form Vi di A bj, with a;, bj E A. For 0 a congruence on A, let J(e) c A’ be the K-ideal 
generated by { (0, d A 6) 1 (a, b) E S} . For any K-ideal J of A’, let Q(J) be the least con- 
gruence on A’ containing ((0, j) ( jE J} and let B(J) = (A x A) fl Q(J). Now 
@J(0)) = 0, because @(J(e)) = 8’. We will show that J(C?(J)) = J. It is easily checked 
that the relation {(x, y) EA’ x A’ ) xv j =yv j for some j E J} is continued in every 
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congruence containing ((0, j) 1 Jo J} and is itself a congruence, hence this Is Q(J). 
It follows that J= {xEA’ 1 (O,X)E Q(J)}, and thus JZ J(e(J)). On the other hand, 
J is generated by the elements of the form d A b E J, a, b E A. But ii A b E J implies 
(a/\b,b)~B(J) and this implies DA~EJ(~(J)), so JcJ(e(J)). 0 
Corollary 5.2. The frame of congruences on a K-frame A is K-free, and the K- 
elements are the congruences which can be expressed as suprema of K-sets of prin- 
cipal congruences. 0 
We now turn to the second topic we wish to treat in this section, the boolean 
reflection. Let A be a K-frame, K < 03. With A’ defined as in Proposition 5.1, make 
an ordinal sequence: A0 =A, A,+ 1 = (Aa)’ and Ap = hmECirA, for limit ordinals /?. 
Since K is a regular cardinal, every element of A, has a complement in A,, i.e. A, 
is boolean. Because of the universal mapping property possessed by A’, any K- 
morphism from A to a boolean K-frame lifts uniquely to A,, i.e., A, is the boolean 
reflection of A,. As is well known, there is no analogue for frames, see [13]. Note 
that any K-complete boolean algebra is a K-frame, for the existence of compliments 
implies the K--frame distributive law (see proof of Lemma 10, p. 90 of [9]). The 
existence of a boolean reflection for K-frames (K< m) can also be deduced im- 
mediately from general facts of universal algebra, but the construction via A’ in- 
troduces an interesting ranking of the elements of the boolean reflection. An 
apparently difficult and unsolved problem is to recognize the least ordinal a such 
that A,=A, from internal properties of A. 
We shall use the notation B, to denote the reflection functor from K-frames to 
boolean K-frames (O<K < m). Since every K-frame admits an injective K-morphism 
to a frame and since every frame is a subframe of a boolean frame [13, p. 531, the 
reflection morphism A --* B,(A) is injective, hence manic. Since a manic reflection 
morphism is epic [l 11, the injection A + B,(A) is an epimorphism in the category 
of K-frames. One useful consequence is the following: 
Proposition 5.3. A K-morphism f : A + C is an epimorphism (i.e., righ t-cancellable) 
in the category gK (0 <K < w) if and only if B,(f) : B,(A) --f B,(C) is surjective. 
Proof. It is easy to show, by appropriate diagram-chasing, that f is epic if and only 
if B,(f) is. By the amalgamation property for K-complete boolean algebras [ 161, a 
K-morphism of boolean K-frames is epic if and only if it is surjective. 0 
We end this section with the following observation on congruences in regular K- 
frames, whose frame analogue is well known. 
Lemma 5.4. Let A be a regular K-frame. For any a E A, there is a K-set XC_ A such 
that c(a)= V (o(x) 1 XEX}. 
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Proof. There is a K-set Y such that a = V Y and each YE Y is well inside a. For 
each ye Y, pick x such that yl\x=O and ar\x=l. This means o(x)~c(y) 
and o(x) I c(a). Let X be the set of all such x. Then c(a) 2 V {o(x) j x EX} = 
v {C(Y) I YE y> =c(Q). 0 
6. Dense congruences and codensity 
The topics of this section are in the following: 
Definition 6.1. Let A be a K-frame (PC> 0) and 8 a congruence on A. Then 0 is said 
to be dense if (a, 0) E 19 implies a = 0. Elements a, b E A are said to be codense if for 
all x E A, XA a = 0 if and only if XA b = 0. The set of codense pairs in A x A is denoted 
cdns(A) and is called the codensity ofA. If every pair of codense elements of A are 
equal, A is said to be d-reduced. (To avoid confusion, we point out that the term 
‘dense’ comes from the fact that X is a dense subspace of Y (in the familiar 
topological sense of the word dense) if and only if the congruence on the frame of 
opens of Y obtained by restricting to X is dense in the sense just defined.) 
Proposition 6.2. Codensity is the largest dense congruence relation on a K-frame 
(K>O) and the quotient by the codensity relation is d-reduced. 
Proof. All parts of the proof are easy and routine. For the sake of illustration, we 
show that every dense congruence is contained in cdns(A). Suppose it is not true that 
Bicdns(A). Then there is (a,b)EB and x~A such that al\x=O and br\x#O. As 
(aAx, br\x)Eti, 0 is not dense. 0 
In a frame, the codensity congruence is described by the nucleus a + 11 a and 
corresponds to the ‘smallest dense sublocale’, see [13, p. 511. In the case of frames, 
A/cdns(A) is always a boolean frame (see [13, p. lo]). For a K-frame A, O<KS~, 
A/cdns(A) is clearly boolean if and only if for each a E A there is a’~/l such that 
ar\a’=O and ava’ is codense with 1. 
By Lemma 5.4, in a regular K-frame A, cdns(il) = V {o(a) ( a codense with I}. 
Hence a regular K-frame is d-reduced if and only if the only element codense with 
1 is 1 itself. Another significant relation with regularity is the following: 
Proposition 6.3. A K-morphism h : A + D of regular K-frames is a monomorphism 
(i.e., left-cancellable) in ~32~ if and only if its kernel is dense. 
Proof. Suppose ker(h) is dense. Observe that if x and y are codense, then x7z if 
and only if y 7 z. Given f, g : B -+ A with h of = h o g, then f (x) and g(x) are codense 
for any XE B. If B is regular, for each b E B there is a K-set XL B of elements well 
inside b such that VX=b. For XEX, g(x)Zf(b) so f(b)=V{f(x)jxgX}? 
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V {g(x) / XEX} = g(b). By symmetryf(b) =g(b). Now suppose h : A + II is not dense, 
and pick beA\ such that h(b)=O. Recall that o(b) = {(x,Y) EA XA / xvb= 
yvb} is a K-frame. We show that o(b) is regular. Given (x,Y) E o(b), choose 
K-sets {Xi}, {Yj} and {bk} of elements well inside x, y and b with suprema x, y 
and b respectively. Then S,, = (Xi A ( Yj V bk), yJ A (x, V bk)) E o(b), S,, 7 (x, y) and 
V;jk { ‘,!-C 1= Cx9 Y) as is readily checked. The projections zl, 7r2 : o(b) + A compose 
equally with h, but are obviously distinct. 0 
In any category, a monomorphism f is said to be essential if gof manic implies 
g manic. In an algebraic category, where manic means injective, A 5 B essential 
means that every non-trivial congruence on B has non-trivial restriction to A. In 
&?‘,, the category of regular K-frames, the situation is different since not every 
monomorphism is injective. In effect, only the congruences in which a nontrivial K- 
ideal is a congruence class are relevant, as the following lemma shows: 
Lemma 6.4. A monomorphism f: A -+ B of regular K-frames is essential if and only 
if for every b E B \ (0) there is a E A such that 0 <f(a) I 6. 
Proof. For beB\{O}, let n:B + B/e(O, b) be the canonical K-morphism. Then 
x-‘(O)= i(b). If f is essential, ;TC of is not manic-hence not dense-so for some 
a EA \ (0) we have O<f(a)~ b. If f is not essential, there is g not dense and such 
that g of dense. Therefore, there is b E B\ {0} with g(b) =O. But then 
l(b)flf(A)={O}. tl 
The notion of an essential manic relates the topics of Sections 5 and 6 in an in- 
teresting way. As in Section 5, let A’ be the result of freely adding complements to 
A. 
Proposition 6.5. For a regular K-frame A, A + A’ is essential (in 6RK) if and only 
if A is d-reduced. 
Proof. A is d-reduced if and only if every nontrivial congruence on A has a non- 
trivial K-ideal as an equivalence class if and only if every K-ideal of A’ has nontrivial 
intersection with A if and only if A -+ A’, is essential. 0 
By similar reasoning, if A --t B,(A) is essential (in PEe,) then A is d-reduced. The 
converse is true for frames (since a d-reduced frame is boolean) and is also true for 
distributive lattices (since a regular distributive lattice is boolean), but is unknown 
for H--frames with o < K < 00. Related to this is the problem of understanding what 
conditions on A ensure that A’ is d-reduced. It is easy to check that if A is regular 
then A’ is d-reduced if and only if V {K ( XEX} codense with 1 implies 
V{R(xEX}=l f or all K-sets XC A. This is readily translated into a statement 
about A, but the meaning and significance is not clear. Any definitive results on 
these questions would be very valuable. 
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We continue to deal with regular K-frames. Suppose f:A -+ C is manic, i.e. 
ker(f) c cdns(A). Then f is said to be nearly essential if the following diagram can 
be completed: 
A f +C 
dA 1 & 
Alcdns(A) - - 1 - dClcdns(C) 
Clearly, the morphism in question exists if and only if ker(dcof) > cdns(A). Using 
regularity, we conclude that fis nearly essential if and only if for all a E A, a codense 
with lA implies f(a) codense with 1,. 
Lemma 6.6. An essential morphism f: A -+ C (in ~59~) is nearly essential. 
Proof. Suppose f(a) not codense with 1,. There is CE C\(O) such that 
f(a)r\c= 0. Because f is essential, we may pick a’EA such that O<f(a’)~ c. Then 
0 =f(a)r\f(a’) =f(a/\a’). Since f is manic, aAa’= 0. So a is not codense with 
1 a’ 0 
The analogues of Propositions 6.3 and 6.5 and Lemmas 6.4 and 6.6 for the 
category & of completely regular K-frames are all true. We leave it to the reader 
to supply the small amount of extra work needed to make the above proofs valid 
for completely regular K-frames, e.g. check that the frame o(b) in the proof of Pro- 
position 6.3 is completely regular if A is. 
7. Quasi-F, covers 
The concept of a quasi-F, cover was first examined by Neville and Lloyd [22]. 
The subject, which has recently been reexamined and elaborated by Ball, Hager and 
Neville [2], is a variation on the theme of the projective cover of a topological space. 
The theory of K-frames provides an economical approach, the main lines of which 
will be laid out in this section. The intent is to illustrate an application of K-frame 
theory to point-set topology. 
We shall review the central facts about quasi-F, covers, as presented in 
Theorems 4.5 and 4.6 of [2]. Here, we work entirely within the category of compact 
Hausdorff spaces. A K-cozero subset of a space is a subset which is a union of a 
K-set of cozero sets. (Our convention for indexing is different from the one adopted 
in [2]. What is called a K-cozero set in that paper would be called a K’-cozero set 
by us. We have slightly more generality, but the difference is not felt.) A continuous 
surjection 0 : Y--t X is called K-irreducible if for every K-cozero set w c Y there is 
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a K-cozero set v c X such that $-l(v) is codense with w. A space is called quasi-F, 
if every K-Lindelof subspace is C*-embedded. The following theorem is a restate- 
ment of the most important parts of Theorems 4.5 and 4.6 of [2]. ‘Space’ means 
compact Hausdorff space. 
Theorem (Ball, Hager and Neville [2]). For any space X, there is a K-irreducible sur- 
jection @ : Y-+X with the following properties: 
(1) Y is quasi-F,. 
(2) Given any K-irreducible surjection o : Z + X, there is a surjection ,u : Y + Z 
such that oo,u=@. 
Y P .Z 
(3) For any quasi-F, space Q and (merely) irreducible surjection r : Q -+ X, there 
is a surjection v : Q + Y such that @I 0 v = 5. 
Y A-Q 
We shall describe below how this theorem may be reproved using K-frames. By 
[ 13, III. 1. lo], the category of compact Hausdorff spaces is dually equivalent to the 
category J’ of compact regular frames and, by Proposition 4.3(b) above, gz is 
equivalent to ,99 for any ~2 0,. Let X denote the functor from &!” to compact 
Hausdorff spaces which gives the duality, i.e., A is the K-frame of K-cozero sets of 
X(A). The compact coreflection in 9-jK will be denoted K,. 
A K-morphism f: A + B in J” will be called K-essential if for each b E B there is 
a EA such that f(a) is codense with b. 
Lemma 7.1. The following are equivalent: 
(i) f is K-essential, 
(ii) X(f) is K-irreducible, 
(iii) f induces a surjection f : A/cdns(A) --f B/cdns(B). 
Proof. The equivalence of (i) and (ii) is obvious as is the implication (iii) j (i). The 
implication (i) a (iii) is clear once it is known that a K-essential map is near essential. 
In fact, if f is K-essential then it is essential because for any bEB\{O} there is 
b’EB\{O} withb’7bandaEAwithf(a)codensewithb’.HenceO<f(a)~b. 0 
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Let A be a compact regular K-frame. Consider the diagram in &: 
Here, the coreflection morphism k is a monomorphism and a surjection. (We do 
not provide here a proof of the surjectivity of k. This is the K-frame analogue of 
part of Theorem IV.2.1. of [13].) It follows from the surjectivity of k that the mor- 
phism q-which is produced by the UMP of k-is K-essential. Thus X(q) is K- 
irreducible. Since q is a monomorphism (being an initial factor of d), X(q) is a sur- 
jection. We shall show that X(q) has the properties of the map @ of the theorem 
of Ball, Hager and Neville. 
(1) We show that the space X(K) is quasi-F,. Any continuous map X(f) with 
compact codomain X(B) and domain a dense ic-Lindelof subspace of X(K) is deter- 
mined by a K-morphism f: B + K/cdns(K) in gK. Since K/cdns(K) =A/cdns(A) 
and B is an object of ~9, there isf: B--t K such that dKof=f. Then X(f) extends 
X(.f ). 
(2) Suppose we are given a K-essential monomorphism s : A --f B in &Y. Then 
there is a monomorphism 1: B + A/cdns(A) in g% such that d = IO s. The UMP of 
k produces a monomorphism m : B--f K such that m 0 s = q. 
Now just apply the functor X to the outer triangle in the above diagram. 
(3) For this part of the theorem, we need to know the following: 
Lemma 7.2. If X=X(C) is quasi-F,, then C=K,(C/cdns(C)). 
Proof. Let f,(X) be the dense sublocale of X corresponding to C/cdns(C), i.e. 
I,(X) is the localic intersection of all dense K-cozero sets. We must show that every 
bounded continuous real-valued function on 1,(X) extends to X, and for this it is 
enough to show that any continuous y : I,(X) --f [0, I] extends to a dense A-Lindelof 
subspace of X. Now y is determined by a K-frame morphism g : I+ C/cdns(C), 
where 1 is the K-frame of cozero sets of [0, 11. As one can check by examining a 
presentation of I (e.g. in [13, IV.1. l]), it is a quotient of a free K-frame by a 
countably generated congruence. Because of this, we can factor g as follows: 
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where B is a countably generated subcongruence of cdns(C). The sublocale of X(C) 
corresponding to B is a countable intersection of sublocales corresponding to 
principal congruences. Each of these latter is a union of a K-cozero set and the com- 
plement of a Ic-cozero set, and hence is locally compact. The localic intersection of 
countably many locally compact subspaces is spatial [7]. Since density and the K- 
Lindelof property are also preserved by intersections, the sublocale corresponding 
to 6’ is a dense rc-Lindelof subspace. Since y extends to this subspace and since X(C) 
is quasi-F,, y extends to X(C). q 
To complete the argument for (3), assume that X(C) is quasi-F, and that 7= 
X(t) :X(C) +X(A) is irreducible. Then t is near-essential, so there is an induced IC- 
morphism 7: A/cdns(A) -+ C/cdns(C). The UMP of kc : K,(C/cdns(C)) + 
C/cdns(C) produces a monomorphism n : K -+ K,(C/cdns(C)): 
I K,(C/cdns(C)) 
/ 
/ / I 
/’ c 
/ 
K - Alcdns(A) t . Clcdns(C) 
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